Abstract-With all the brisk growth of web, distributed denial of service attacks are becoming the most serious issues in a data center scenarios where lot many servers are deployed. A Distributed Denial of Service attack generates substantial packets by a large number of agents and can easily tire out the processing and communication resources of a victim within very less period of time. Defending DDoS problem involved several steps from detection, characterization and trace back in order todomitigation. The contribution of this research paper is a lot more. Firstly, flooding based DDoS problems is detected using obtained packets based entropy approach in a data center scenario. Secondly entropy based trace back method is applied to find the edge routers from where the whole attack traffic is entering into the ISP domain of the data center. Various simulation scenarios using NS2 are depicted in order to validate the proposed method using GT-ITM primarily based topology generators. Information theory based metrics like entropy; average entropy and differential entropy are used for this purpose.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network security is more challenging than ever as today's corporate networks become increasingly complex due to scalable architecture of the Internet. With each passing year, the security threats faced by the computer networks have become more technically sophisticated, better organized and harder to detect. One of the major threats to cyber security is Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attack in which the victim network element(s) are bombarded with high volume of fictitious, attacking packets originated from a large number of machines. The aim of the attack is to overload the victim and render it incapable of performing normal transactions. Over the last year, DDoS attacks evolved in strategy and tactics. According to the survey report for the year 2014 Fig.1 shows the customers reported attacks ranging from 309
Gbps at the top end, through 200 Gbps, 191 Gbps, 152 Gbps, 130 Gbps and 100 Gbps [1] . This sharp increase in attack traffic once again proves that attackers are continuing to shift methodology to make use of the latest attack capabilities available to them and to focus attacks on the most vulnerable areas of a network. In 2013, short and sharp attacks appeared to be more common, with 88 percent of attacks lasting less than one hour, up from 78 percent last year. [1] Network security researchers have designed developed and implemented a number of countermeasures against these attacks but none of the methods provides ideal solution because of the smartness of the attackers. Every time a new method is invented, the attackers will a design a counter defending method to attack.
As stated by the [2] for a comprehensive DDoS Solution four modules detection, characterization, trace back and mitigation are required. Detection is the process of identifying that a network or server is under attack after the launch of the attack. It requires traffic monitoring and its refined behavioral analysis. Characterization means discriminating attack traffic from legitimate traffic. It is hindered by the fact that attack and legitimate traffic look alike. However, good characterization is of immense im portance to DDoS defense, as it determines the amount of collateral damage and effectiveness of the response. Traceback is process of identifying the actual source of the attack packet or even to zombies which participates in the attack process. It is even more challenging because of the IP spoofing performed by the attackers and the deployment overhead. After identifying the source of the attack or even zombies it is required to send a message to that particular source to stop/rate limit or filter the attack packets. This process is called mitigation. Its purpose is to minimize or lessens the impact of the attack. Fig.2 demonstrates the different modules involved in the DDoS defense framework.
Fig.2. DDoS Defense Modules
This paper makes the following contributions  To detect DDoS attacks in a data center where numbers of servers are deployed and one of the servers is under attack. The destination address based entropy is used.  To traceback the edge routers of the ISP domain using differential entropy method.  To use standard six-sigma method for identifying the threshold values of the entropies for normal traffic.  To validate the detection and trace back methods using the NS2 simulation scenarios integrated with GT-ITM topology generators.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II demonstrates the research efforts related to detection and trace back of DDoS attacks. Section III charts out, the information theory basic concepts and their modeling into DDoS detection and trace back problem. Section IV describes the details of simulation scenarios along with results and discussion. Section V concludes to provide future directions in this research area.
II. RELATED WORK
Due to prevalent problem of DDoS attacks over the Internet. It is the need of the hour to accurately detect and trace back to mitigate their impact of attacks. Information theory methods include entropy based and information distances based techniques for detection of attacks. Entropy has been differently used by various researchers. Most of the researchers [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] have used the source IP address entropy for detection for DDoS attacks. In [2] distributed entropy has been used for DDoS detection. The source base IP address entropy may be easily deceived by spoofing of the packet headers. Chi square method has been used for the detection of DDoS attacks [5] . In [6] conditional entropy, information distances have been used for the anomaly base detection. [7] has proposed a hybrid method using traffic volume and entropy for DDoS detection. [4] used the traffic cluster entropy to distinguish between DDoS and flash event. Jun et al. [8] developed a detection method based on the traffic volume and entropy of packet header field. Suspicion is raised to the system on the basis of the traffic volume and further investigation is performed on entropy of source port and number of packets per second. Shi et al. [9] proposed a probabilistic approach to predict potential attacks. They used K means clustering algorithm to define network states and Markov chain model for probabilistic modeling. System is tested using the entropy of source IP address, source port, and destination address and destination port. Rahmani et al. [10] used joint entropy of received packets along with the number of connections per second whereas Gu et al. [11] used relative entropy to detect the anomalies in the network traffic. Oshima et al. [12] developed short-term entropy for detection of DDoS attacks. Standard deviations of entropy distributions are calculated for characterizing the attack traffic from the normal traffic. Sachdeva et al [4] used traffic cluster entropy to discriminate the attack traffic and flash crowd traffic. They used the concept that, during a flash crowd event most of the users have already visited the website some time before which is not in the case of DDoS attack leading to drop in the traffic cluster entropy.
Trace back is the process of identifying the true source of origin of the attack. A Number of trace back techniques have been proposed but most of the network security researchers [13] , [14] , [15] and [16] used packet marking, deterministic packet marking, log based and hybrid of both to identify source of the attack path. These strategies require intermediate routers to alter the packets by injecting their identification mark in the header field. In our earlier work [17] a comprehensive review of the trace back techniques have been done to compare them against some identified metrics. It has been found that all of these methods require ISP involvement, scalability issues and processing overheads.
A complete framework includes the detection, characterization, trace back and mitigation module in it .In some recent work of [18] proposed an FCMDPF (flexible, collaborative, multilayer, DDoS prevention framework). This framework mitigates the DDoS attacks using three layered architecture. First layer is deployed at the edge router from where the whole traffic is entering towards the victim. [19] . The detection of different types of application layer attacks is based on the ratio of entropy of source IPs and URL accessed and they concluded that this ratio is smallest in case of flash events and maximum in repeated request application layer DDoS attacks. We note the key findings related to the current DDoS defense mechanism after thorough analysis.
 Source IP based entropy is used to detect DDoS attacks in general. Destination address can be helpful to detect DDoS attacks in data centers where network traffic is flowing to the number of servers.  Most of the trace back schemes used the third party detection system; moreover for trace back, they used the marking and logging methods which employ extra overhead to the routers.
 Threshold for the normal traffic is the key concern for generating DDoS alarm.
III. INFORMATION THEORY BASICS
Information theory had played a vital role in the anomaly based detection methods. Due to the increase in the unusual traffic patterns because of the DDoS attacks it is very much required to monitor these abnormal behavior. Entropy is a concept identified by the Shannon (1948). It is the measure of randomness or uncertainty of a random variable [20] . Let X be a discrete random variable with alphabet µ and probability mass function as in (1) (1)
The Entropy of a discrete random variable is defined as in (2) ∑
Where is the entropy of a random variable X with possible values and distribution of probabilities with n elements, where and Probability is the probability of a packet belonging to a particular flow, where numerator is the number of packets going towards the destination xi and denominator is the total number of packets going towards the different destinations.
Entropy can be used in many different ways for detection of anomalies in traffic features. It can be applied to port number, source IP, destination IP and flow. The function of the basic properties of entropy is defined as concave function of the distribution. More random will be the distribution, more will be the value of entropy and more ordered is the distribution lesser will be the value of the entropy. The value of the entropy lies between the ranges of ( ) where Log is of the base 2. The value 0 indicates that there is no randomness in the distribution and the value indicates the maximum randomness in the distribution. Entropy is maximum when the probability mass function have value p=1/2 and its zero when p=0 or 1.This property of information theory can be used in network traffic monitoring. It means entropy can be employed to measure the randomness of flows on a given router. This basic phenomenon can be applied to the different attributes extracted from packet headers like source IP, destination IP, source Port, total number of packets, and even in the clustering schemes leading to the different types of entropies. Our rationale is, when there is flooding based DDoS attacks there is will be possibility that one of the flow which is coming from the attacker dominates the other flows leading into the decrease in the value of entropy. Router entropy stays in stable range when there is no attack and it drops dramatically when there is DDoS Attack or even a Flash event (FE). Second rationale is DDoS attack flows are more similar than the flash crowd flows due to programmed bots.
A. Applying Information Theory for DDoS Detection.
Concept of entropy as stated above can be applied for DDoS Detection. For this we need to define a very basic concept which is called flow. As stated by [21] , a flow is packets who share the common destination address at a router. The frequency of that flow is calculated by finding out the probability of that flow by using "(1)" stated above. After that entropy of that flow at a particular router is calculated by using the "(2)". When there is DDoS Attack the frequency of the flow which is targeted on victim is extremely high leading to the decrease in the entropy of the router and vice versa for the non-attack case. But when then there is a surge of legitimate accessing i.e. when a flash event occurs entropy also drops dramatically so decrease in entropy at a router can't distinguish between a surge of legitimate accessing and DDoS Attack. There is a need of the detection metric which can solve this problem.
B. Entropy Calculation Example
Consider the following example, where two flows, F1 and F2, are incoming at the router R1 and are going towards two different destinations servers D1 and D2 respectively shown in the Fig.3 . Then the entropy is calculated on the basis of total number of packets along with the particular destination address as under: Suppose there is a DDoS attack generated by the attacker with the packets of flow F2 at destination D1. It means the frequency of a flow F2 will be more than the frequency of flow F1. Let's say 900 packets will be of Flow F2 which is an attack flow and 100 packets of flow F1 going towards victim D1. So, calculating entropies using the "(1)".
Entropy component of F1 going towards
Entropy component of F2 going towards
Overall entropy will be So it is been evident from the above example the entropy of a flow at a router will be dropped when there is a DDoS attack. We can check the range of values of entropies also. Suppose there is only one flow alive i.e. all the packets of flow F1 are there and flow F2 packets are not passing through the router. The probability of the flow F1 is 1 which is giving value 0 to entropy of this flow. Similarly if the flow F1 and flow F2 have equal number of packets going through the router to the destination D1 then both has probability 1/2. that is equal to the value of Log (N) where N is the number of flows i.e. 2 so Log (2) is 1. So it is been clear that value of the entropy will be in the range of , Where N is the Number of flows When there will be a huge number of requests due to flash event, its behavior will be same as that of DDoS attack but the intention is entirely different. In case of flash event value of entropy at a router will also be dropped dramatically as the case in DDoS attack. Both DDoS attack and FE are required to be handled separately [4] . In order to handle DDoS attack some filtering mechanism is required but to handle FE there in need of extra infrastructure. It has been proved that, for high rates of attacks few of the flows will contribute more in attack resulting in positively skewed distribution and in case of low rate attack, no. of attack flows will be more than legitimate flows resulting in negatively skewed distribution.The value of the for negatively skewed distribution will be more than normal value of entropy without attack and for positively skewed the case will be the reverse
C. Stochastic Process and Average Entropy
Shuiyu [21] argued that entropy can't distinguish different distributions with the same amount of uncertainty. This limitation arises due to the fact that the same decrease in the entropy of edge router in case of DDoS and FE. Average entropy is defined on the stochastic process. A stochastic process is an indexed sequence of random variables.
A stochastic process is said to be stationary if the joint distribution of any subset of random variables is invariant with respect to shifts in the time index i.e.
The average entropy of a stochastic process {Xi} is defined by (3) It is the average of all the entropies in different time windows. DDoS attack and FE generation are both stochastic processes. We considered that DDoS attacks are generated due to programmed bots due to which the average entropy will be almost similar for the different time windows but the flash crowd events are generated by the legitimate users leading to different average entropy for different time windows.
IV. THE PROPOSED MODEL FOR DETECTION AND TRACEBACK

A. Detection Approach
In this section we introduce our proposed model for detection and trace back of attack. The flow chart shown below in the Fig.4 describes the detection approach for different cases. The traffic monitoring module is deployed on the edge router of the ISP Domain and it continuously monitors the traffic flowing inside the network domain. The module also calculates the router entropy on the basis of different flows flowing through it for a particular time window. When there is a sudden decrease in the value of the router entropy for or value of entropy falls below the given threshold, there might be possibility of the DDoS attack but the system is not sure whether it To validate more about attack flows we check the standard deviation of flows at different time windows, standard deviation of attack flows will be far less as compared to the flash flows due to programmed bots. So by combining entropy, average entropy and standard deviation of flows, system is able to identify the flow as DDoS. The major challenge in the detection approach is to decide the threshold values of entropy and entropy rate. Wrong value of threshold may lead to increase in the false negative and false negative in turn increases the collateral damage in the system. Six-sigma approach has been used to calculate the threshold value of the entropy and entropy rate [22] . To find six-sigma, calculate sigma or standard deviation, multiply by 6, and add or subtract the result to the calculated mean. Consider the following example where legitimate traffic is flowing through the network for t seconds and the entropy of flow is calculated after every Δt seconds, and then the threshold using Six-Sigma approach is calculated using the following method.
β= (4)
Standard Deviation= σ
B. Traceback Approach
Before explaining the trace back approach shown in the Fig.6 , we should understand some of the basic terminology used in this method. We considered the Flow: Flow is defined as the no. of packets that are coming from the upstream routers and going towards a particular destination. Most of the times flow is defined on the basis of source address sending packets to the particular destination. Defining flow by this way helps us in the trace back approach in a collaborative manner.
Local Flow: It is defined as a flow which is coming out from a local area network (LAN).
Upstream Router Flow: It is defined as a flow which is coming out from upstream router not from a LAN.
Attack Path: It is defined as the path of routers from the where the attack traffic is passing through and moving towards a particular destination.
Edge Routers: These are the routers from where the whole of the traffic is entering in to the victim's network in an ISP domain.
Differential entropy: It is the difference between the overall entropy of the router and entropy component of the flow with maximum no. of packets. This value is the key for taking decision for the trace back process. All the other flows are upstream router flows. R2, R3 and R4 are edge routers. Once the attack has been detected by the detection module, the traceback process is initiated by the router closest to the victim i.e. by R7. R7 has only two incoming flows F5 and F6. Two sets set TR and set ER are initialized and made empty at that router. Set TRwill contain the routers where we have to send the traceback requests and set ERis used for saving the routers of the attack path. Obtain the local parameters like mean and threshold values using the six-sigma method defined above using the normal traffic flows. Arrange all the flows going towards the victim in descending order. If there are variations in the flows (upstream router, destination address) in terms of the packets passing through the router towards the victim then take out the flow with highest no. of packets and calculate the overall entropy of the flow by taking out that flow. If the flow is local flow then add it to the Set ER and if not then add the upstream router of that flow in set TR. Again calculate the variation in the flows if it is still more than the threshold value then take the flow with maximum no. of packets from the remaining flows and repeat this procedure until there are no more variations in the flows passing through that router. If there are no more variations then take one router from set TR and apply above traceback process on it do this until there is no more element in the set TR. Then at last the all the routers that are in the set ER are the edge routers of the attackers. The information regarding these routers are passed to the victim for the mitigation purposes. The victim server sends the messages to all the edge routers to filter out the flow which contains the attack traffic. 
V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT
A. Simulation Results
This section evaluates the validation of our proposed method using various simulation scenarios generated with and without GT-ITM using NS2 platform shown in Fig.7 
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The legitimate user nodes are green in color and attacker nodes are red in color. The traffic generation rate of legitimate users is set constant and the simulation of attack traffic is achieved by increasing the rate of the attacker nodes after fixed intervals of time by a constant amount. The legitimate traffic and attack traffic flows are generated by using constant bit rate (CBR) UDP flows in NS2. The legitimate users start sending packets from the time of 0.1 second and the attacker starts sending attack traffic at 5.0 seconds. The experiment lasts for 30 seconds. We have traced the no of packets received in every 5.0 second interval and used this data to perform the further calculations. The traced data is analyzed after every 5 seconds. The data required for analysis includes traffic id, source node, number of packets generated by a node, total no of packets lost, total number of packets received, probability of a packet belonging to a particular flow, dropping probability and entropy value for a particular flow. During the non-attack cases, the router entropy remains stable. But during attack periods the router entropy drops dramatically. The quality of service parameters of the user nodes also get affected by the attack i.e. the throughput of the nodes get decreased, delay increases, jitter increases. Thus, there is a decrease in quality of services provided to the legitimate users. The graph presented in Fig.8 shows the effect of DDoS attacks on the throughput of legitimate user nodes for node N23. As it is clearly visible from the graph the throughput of the legitimate flow decreases when DDoS attacks occurs in the network. The graph presented in Fig.9 shows the variation in entropy when a DDoS attack occurs. The topology shown in Fig.10 is generated by using GT-ITM topology generator tool. The green colored nodes represent the legitimate user nodes, red colored nodes represent the attacker nodes, blue node N14 is the main target of the attackers and yellow colored node N26 
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represents the second destination node available in the network. The blue colored node is the famous node in the network (i.e. a node which is accessed by most of the visitors). The legitimate traffic flows through the network for first 5 seconds. The attackers start sending large volumes to data packets towards the victim after first 5 seconds at a rate which keeps on increasing with time. The entire simulation runs for 30 seconds. In the last 5 seconds, again only the legitimate traffic flows through the network. The details of the simulation scenario are presented in Table 2 as shown below. 
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Table3 depicts the entropy calculations for the flow towards N14 (main target node of attackers) at router R0, R1 and R15 respectively. The changes in the value of the entropy are also depicted graphically. The above graph presented in Fig.11shows that as one flow starts dominating in the network, the entropy value starts decreasing. The entropy value starts decreasing after the first time window and then keeps on decreasing with time as the attack strength is increasing. As there is no attack in the last time window, therefore the entropy starts increasing with time. The same change in entropy values is observed at all the router of the transit domain shown in the Fig12. It is evident from the above calculations and graphs that as the DDoS attacks occur, the entropy of the flow decreases dramatically. This is due to the reason that one flow remains dominant in the network during that attack period. This decrease in entropy value raises an alarm at the transit routers. The transit routers then start calculating the average entropy for the suspicious flows. If the calculated average entropy is less than the threshold value or the difference between the values of the average entropy at different routers is equal or less than the threshold then DDoS attack is confirmed.
Simulation scenario generated to implement the proposed traceback algorithm using GT-ITM topology generator integrated with NS2. Fig.13 .depictsthe scenario in attack case. We have created different LAN's as stub domains. The nodes in the blue color are the normal users and the nodes in red color are the attackers. Only two attacknodesare created to make the simulation and procedure as simple as possible. The nodes in yellow color are ISP domain routers and the node in green color is the server node N14 which is acting as null agent linked with all UDP agents. This simulation runs for 5 seconds. The details of simulation are given below in Table 5 . The legitimate users start sending packets from 0.0 second, attacker starts sending attack packets at 2.8 second and the simulation lasts for 5.0 seconds. We have traced no. of packets received in every 0.7 second interval and used this data to perform the further calculations i.e. time window is of 0.7 second.In our earlier work regarding performance metrics we evaluated various metrics at different levels of defense framework [23] . So, to confirm the DDoS attack had launched in simulation, quality of service parameters like throughput, delay and jitter are calculated shown in the Fig.14, Fig.15 and Above graph shows the effect of DDoS attack on the throughput of server node N14 for the legitimate users. It has been evident form Fig.17, Fig.18below that the entropy at Router R0 decreases dramatically after the attack traffic reaches to the router R0 i.e. after 2.8 seconds and differential entropy increases after this time interval. When the value of differential entropy is more than the threshold value we can say attack is detected and now we can launch our traceback technique to identify the edge routers of the attackers. Now it's time to traceback the source of the attackers. We know that in our simulation there are two attack nodes N6 and N31 with edge routers R1 and R3 respectively. The traceback process is started from the edge router of victim (Server) node i.e. from router R0 in our case. After applying our traceback approach at router R6 the values of two sets are mentioned below.
SET TR SET ER
R2
R3
There is no attack flow, so apply the traceback process to the routers in Set TR i.e. to the router R3 and R2.Afterapplying our traceback algorithm at router R3 the values of two sets are marked below there is an attack flow which is not local flow, so put upstream router R1 in Set TR and apply traceback process to the router R1.After applying recursively the same algorithm at router R1, the values of two sets are shown below SET TR SET ER R2 R3
R3 R1
There is attack flow which is local flow so put Router1 in Set ER and apply traceback process to router in Set TR, if no more element is left in the set TR, stop the traceback process. Set ER will contain the edge routers of attacker i.e. router R3 and R1.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Entropy has been recently used for detection of DDoS attacks. Entropy of the network traffic can be calculated on different basis. Our proposed scheme calculates the entropy on the basis of the destination address of the flows. Different simulation scenarios have been generated to validate the proposed schemes for detection and traceback. Six-sigma approach is employed for calculating the threshold values. The proposed scheme does not impose computational overhead on the routers. Moreover, there is no marking overhead for routers for traceback. The schemes can be implemented as a separate module on various routers of the network. However, approach is not able to detect and traceback the DDoS attacks which are isotropic in nature. This is due to the reason that entropy decreases only when one flow dominates over other flows in the network.
